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Presently, conditions ensuring the validity of bootstrap methods for the sample
mean of~possibly heterogeneous! near epoch dependent~NED! functions of mix-
ing processes are unknown+ Here we establish the validity of the bootstrap in this
context, extending the applicability of bootstrap methods to a class of processes
broadly relevant for applications in economics and finance+ Our results apply to
two block bootstrap methods: the moving blocks bootstrap of Künsch~1989, An-
nals of Statistics17, 1217–1241! and Liu and Singh~1992, in R+ LePage & L+
Billiard ~eds+!, Exploring the Limits of the Bootstrap, 224–248! and the station-
ary bootstrap of Politis and Romano~1994a, Journal of the American Statistical
Association89, 1303–1313!+ In particular, the consistency of the bootstrap vari-
ance estimator for the sample mean is shown to be robust against heteroskedas-
ticity and dependence of unknown form+ The first-order asymptotic validity of
the bootstrap approximation to the actual distribution of the sample mean is also
established in this heterogeneous NED context+

1. INTRODUCTION

Bootstrap methods have been most intensively studied for the case of indepen-
dent identically distributed~i+i+d+! observations~e+g+, Bickel and Freedman, 1981;
Singh, 1981!+ However, the failure of the i+i+d+ resampling scheme to give a
consistent approximation to the true limiting distribution of a statistic when
observations are not independent~e+g+, as remarked in Singh, 1981! has moti-
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vated several attempts in the literature to modify and extend Efron’s idea~1979!
to dependent data+ Most of the extensions so far apply only to the stationary
case+ Bootstrap methods appropriate for stationary mixing processes have been
proposed and studied by Künsch~1989! and Liu and Singh~1992! ~the “mov-
ing blocks” bootstrap! and by Politis and Romano~1994a! ~the “stationary boot-
strap”!, among others+ As it turns out, the moving blocks bootstrap is robust to
heterogeneity+ Lahiri ~1992! gives conditions ensuring the second-order correct-
ness of Künsch’s bootstrap for the normalized sample mean of observations
that are not necessarily stationary+ More recently, Fitzenberger~1997! has shown
that the moving blocks method can be validly applied to heterogeneous mixing
processes in the context of linear regressions and quantile regressions+ Simi-
larly, Politis, Romano, and Wolf ~1997! have shown the validity of certain sub-
sampling methods for heterogeneous mixing processes+

For applications in economics, mixing is too strong a dependence condition
to be broadly applicable+ Andrews~1984! gives an example of a simple AR~1!
process that fails to be strong mixing+ The need to accommodate such time
series motivates the use of functions of mixing processes, the so-called pro-
cesses near epoch dependent~NED! on an underlying mixing process~Billings-
ley, 1968; McLeish, 1975; Gallant and White, 1988!+ NED processes allow for
considerable heterogeneity and also for dependence and include the mixing pro-
cesses as a special case+ An important example of the usefulness of near epoch
dependence in economics concerns the standard autoregressive conditional het-
eroskedasticity~ARCH! ~Engle, 1982! and generalized autoregressive condi-
tional heteroskedasticity~GARCH! ~Bollerslev, 1986! processes widely used
in economics and finance, for which the mixing properties are currently known
only under certain restrictive assumptions~Carrasco and Chen, 2002!+As Hansen
~1991a! and Sin and White~1996! have shown, ARCH and GARCH processes
are processes NED on an underlying mixing process, under mild regularity con-
ditions+ The NED concept thus makes possible a convenient theory of infer-
ence for these models that would otherwise be unavailable+ The usefulness of
NED is further illustrated by Davidson~2002!, who establishes the NED prop-
erty of a variety of nonlinear time series models, including the bilinear, GARCH,
and threshold autoregressive models+

Presently, conditions ensuring the validity of bootstrap methods for the sam-
ple mean of~possibly heterogeneous! NED functions of mixing processes are
unknown+ Our goal here is thus to establish the validity of the bootstrap in this
context, extending the applicability of bootstrap methods to a class of pro-
cesses broadly relevant for applications in economics and finance+ As is usual
in the bootstrap literature, establishing the validity of the bootstrap for the sam-
ple mean is an important step toward establishing its validity for more compli-
cated statistics+ In Gonçalves and White~2000! we build on the results given
here to prove the validity of the bootstrap for general extremum estimators such
as quasi-maximum likelihood and generalized method of moments estimators+

Our results apply to block bootstrap methods+ Not only do they apply to the
moving blocks bootstrap~MBB! scheme of Künsch~1989! and Liu and Singh
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~1992!, which has not been studied with the degree of dependence considered
here, but they also apply to the stationary bootstrap~SB! of Politis and Ro-
mano~1994a!, which has not yet been studied in a heterogeneous context+ Our
motivation in the latter case is to show that what is important about the station-
ary bootstrap is not its stationarity but that it is a bootstrap+ In particular, we
show that the consistency of MBB and SB variance estimators for the sample
mean is robust against heteroskedasticity and dependence of unknown form+
We also establish the first-order asymptotic validity of the bootstrap approxi-
mation to the actual distribution of the sample mean in this heterogeneous, NED
context+

The main theoretical results are given in Section 2, and Section 3 concludes+
An Appendix contains mathematical proofs+

2. MAIN RESULTS

Suppose$Xnt, n, t 51,2, + + + % is a double array of not necessarily stationary~het-
erogeneous! randomd31 vectors defined on a given probability space~V,F,P!+
By assuming that$Xnt% is NED on a mixing process, we permit a considerable
degree of dependence and heterogeneity and include mixing processes as a spe-
cial case+ We define $Xnt% to be NED on a mixing process$Vt % provided
7Xnt72 , ` and vk [ supn, t7Xnt 2 Et2k

t1k~Xnt !72 tends to zero ask r ` at an
appropriate rate+ Here and in what follows, 7X7q 5 ~(i E6Xi 6q!10q for q $ 1
denotes theLq-norm of a random vectorX+ Similarly, we let Et2k

t1k~{! [
E~{6Ft2k

t1k!, where Ft2k
t1k [ s~Vt2k, + + + ,Vt1k! is the s-field generated by

Vt2k, + + + ,Vt1k+ In particular, if vk 5 O~k2a2d! for somed . 0 we say$Xnt% is
NED ~on $Vt %! of size2a+ The sequence$Vt % is assumed to be strong mixing
although analogous results could be derived under the assumption of uniform
mixing+ We define the strong ora-mixing coefficients as usual, i+e+, ak [
supm sup$A[F2`

m ,B [ Fm1k
`

% 6P~A ù B! 2 P~A!P~B!6, and we requireak r 0 as
k r ` at an appropriate rate+

Let mnt [ E~Xnt! for t 5 1,2, + + + , n, n 5 1,2, + + + , and let Tmn [ n21 (t51
n mnt

be the vector of interest to be estimated by the multivariate sample meanPXn [
n21 (t51

n Xnt + Related studies such as Fitzenberger~1997! and Politis et al+
~1997! have assumed common means across observations, mnt 5 m, in which
case Tmn is just m+ Instead, we will assume that the population meansmnt sat-
isfy a less stringent homogeneity condition to establish our main consistency
result+

Our goal is to conduct inference onTmn based on a realization of$Xnt%+ Al-
ternatively, we may be interested in constructing a confidence region forTmn or
in computing an estimate of the covariance matrix of its estimator, the sample
mean PXn+ The bootstrap can be used for these purposes+

We follow Lahiri ~1999! in describing the block bootstrap methods of inter-
est here+ Let , 5 ,n [ N ~1 # , , n! denote the length of the blocks and let
Bt,, 5 $Xnt,Xn, t11, + + + ,Xn, t1,21% be the block of, consecutive observations
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starting at Xnt; , 5 1 corresponds to the standard bootstrap+ Assume
for simplicity that n 5 k,+ The MBB resamplesk 5 n0, blocks
randomly with replacement from the set ofn 2 , 1 1 overlapping blocks
$B1,,, + + + ,Bn2,11,,% + Thus, if we let In1, + + + , Ink be i+i+d+ random variables uni-
formly distributed on$0, + + + , n 2 ,% , the MBB pseudo–time series$Xnt

*~1! ,
t 5 1, + + + , n% is the result of arranging the elements of thek resampled blocks
BIn111,, , + + + ,BInk11,, in a sequence: Xn1

*~1! 5 Xn, In111,Xn2
*~1! 5 Xn, In112,

+ + + ,Xn,
*~1! 5 Xn, In11, ,Xn,,11

*~1! 5 Xn, In211, + + + ,Xn, kl
*~1! 5 Xn, Ink1, + Here and through-

out, we use the superscript~1! in Xn, t
*~1! to denote the bootstrap samples ob-

tained by the MBB+ Similarly, we will use the superscript~2! to denote bootstrap
samples obtained by the SB resampling scheme+

Unlike the MBB, the SB resamples blocks of random size+ Let p 5 ,21 be
a given number in~0,1# ; p 5 1 corresponds to the standard bootstrap+ Let
Ln1, Ln2, + + + be conditionally i+i +d+ random variables having the geometric
distribution with parameterp so that the probability of the event$Ln1 5 k% is
~1 2 p!k21p for k 5 1,2, + + + + Independent of$Xnt% and of $Lnt%, let In1, In2, + + +
be i+i+d+ random variables having the uniform distribution on$1, + + + , n% + The SB
pseudo–time series$Xnt

*~2! % can be obtained by joining the resampled blocks
BIn1, Ln1

,BIn2, Ln2
, + + + ,BInK , LnK

, whereK 5 inf $k $ 1 : Ln1 1 {{{ 1 Lnk $ n%+ Thus,
the SB amounts to resampling blocks of observations of random length, where
each block size has a geometric distribution with parameterp and expected
length equal to 10p 5 ,+We shall require, 5 ,n to tend to infinity at an appro-
priate rate, which is equivalent to lettingp 5 pn tend to zero+ Hence, on aver-
age the lengths of the SB blocks tend to infinity withn as also holds for the
~fixed! MBB block lengths+

In contrast to the MBB resampling method, the SB resample is a strictly
stationary process~Politis and Romano, 1994a!, conditional on the original data+
As we show, this stationarity does not restrict its applicability solely to station-
ary processes+

Given the bootstrap resample$Xn1
*~ j ! , + + + ,Xnn

*~ j !% , j 5 1,2, one can compute a
resampled version of the statistic of interest, PXn

*~ j ! [ n21 (t51
n Xnt

*~ j !+ For sta-
tionary a-mixing processes, Künsch ~1989! and Politis and Romano~1994a!
show that their block bootstrap “works+” As a consequence, by repeating this
procedure a large numberB of times, one can approximate the true distribution
of Mn~ PXn 2 Tmn! by the approximate sampling distribution ofMn~ PXn

*~ j ! 2 PXn!,
conditional on the original data, given by the empirical distribution of theB
draws ofMn~ PXn

*~ j ! 2 PXn!+ Likewise, an estimate of the covariance matrix of
the scaled sample meanSn [ var~Mn PXn! is easily obtained by using the boot-
strap covariance matrixZSn, j 5 var*~Mn PXn

*~ j !!+ ~Here and in the following dis-
cussion, an asterisk appearing onE ~var! denotes expectation~variance! with
respect toXn1

*~ j ! , + + + ,Xnn
*~ j ! conditional on the dataXn1, + + + ,Xnn+! The goal of this

section is to extend these results to the heterogeneous NED case+
Our first result establishes the consistency of the block bootstrap covariance

matrix estimators for the sample mean when the observations are NED on a
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mixing process+ As is well known, neither of these bootstrap covariance esti-
mators requires resampling the observations+ Indeed, following Künsch~1989,
Theorems 3+1 and 3+4!, the following formula for ZSn,1 is available:

ZSn,1 5 ERn~0! 1 (
t51

,21S12
t

,
D~ ERn~t! 1 ERn

' ~t!!, (2.1)

where

ERn~t! 5 (
t51

n2t

bn, t,t~Xnt 2 PXg, n!~Xn, t1t 2 PXg, n!'

and PXg, n 5 (t51
n gnt Xnt + The weightsgnt and bn, t,t are given as follows~cf+

Künsch, 1989, expressions~3+2! and~3+7!!:

gnt 5 5
t

,~n 2 , 1 1!
, if t [ $1, + + + ,, 2 1%

1

n 2 , 1 1
, if t [ $,, + + + , n 2 , 1 1%

n 2 t 1 1

,~n 2 , 1 1!
, if t [ $n 2 , 1 2, + + + , n%

(2.2)

and

bn, t,t 5 5
t

~, 2 6t6!~n 2 , 1 1!
, if t [ $1, + + + ,, 2 6t62 1%

1

n 2 , 1 1
, if t [ $, 2 6t6, + + + , n 2 , 1 1%

n 2 t 2 6t61 1

~, 2 6t6!~n 2 , 1 1!
, if t [ $n 2 , 1 2, + + + , n 2 6t6%,

(2.3)

where(t51
n gnt 5 1 and(t51

n26t6 bn, t,t 5 1+
Similarly, the SB covariance estimator can be calculated with the following

formula ~cf+ Politis and Romano, 1994a, Lemma 1!:

ZSn,2 5 ZRn~0! 1 (
t51

n21

bnt~ ZRn~t! 1 ZRn
' ~t!!, (2.4)

where ZRn~t! is the usual cross-covariance matrix estimator at lagt, i+e+, ZRn~t! 5
n21 (t51

n2t~Xnt 2 PXn!~Xn, t1t 2 PXn!' , and

bnt 5 S12
t

n
D~12 p!t 1

t

n
~12 p!n2t

is the Politis and Romano~1994a! weight, with smoothing parameterpn 5
p [ ,21+
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As is evident from~2+1! and ~2+4!, the MBB and the SB covariance matrix
estimators for the sample mean are closely related to a lag window estimator of
the spectral density matrix at frequency zero+ In particular, as remarked in the
univariate context by Fitzenberger~1997! and by Politis and Romano~1994a!,
the MBB variance estimatorZSn,1 is approximately equivalent to the Bartlett
kernel variance estimator considered by Newey and West~1987!+ Politis and
Romano~1994a! also discuss the relation betweenZSn,1 and ZSn,2+ They offer an
interpretation for the SB variance estimator as a weighted average over, of
MBB variance estimators with fixed length,, which suggests thatZSn,2 should
be less sensitive to the choice ofp than ZSn,1 is to the choice of,+ See Hall,
Horowitz, and Jing~1995!, Politis et al+ ~1997!, Fitzenberger~1997!, Horowitz
~2001a!, and Politis and White~2001! for discussion of the important issue of
block size choice in the context of mixing observations+We conjecture that the
existing results on the optimal block choice for mixing data generalize straight-
forwardly to the NED context, although a proof is beyond the scope of this
paper+ In a recent theoretical study, Lahiri ~1999! compares several block boot-
strap variance estimators, including the MBB and the SB+ He concludes that
although~the univariate analogs of! ZSn,1 and ZSn,2 have the same asymptotic
bias, the variance of ZSn,2 is larger than that of ZSn,1, suggesting that the SB
method is asymptotically less efficient than the MBB+ We note also that Horo-
witz ~2001b! discusses bootstrap methods for time series data that may per-
form even better than the MBB for certain types of processes~e+g+, processes
known to be finite-order autoregressive processes!+

Assumption 2+1 is used to establish our main consistency theorem+

Assumption 2+1+

2+1~a! For somer . 2, 7Xnt73r # D , ` for all n, t 5 1,2, + + + +
2+1~b! $Xnt% is NED on $Vt % with NED coefficientsvk of size2~2~r 2 1!0~r 2 2!!;

$Vt % is ana-mixing sequence withak of size2~2r0~r 2 2!!+

As Theorem 2+1, which follows, shows, under arbitrary heterogeneity in$Xnt%
the block bootstrap covariance estimatorsZSn, j , j 5 1,2, are not consistent for
Sn but are consistent forSn 1 Un, j + The bias termUn, j is related to the hetero-
geneity in the means$mnt% and can be interpreted as the block bootstrap co-
variance matrix ofMn Tmn

*~ j ! 5 n2102 (t51
n mnt

*~ j ! that would result if we could
resample the vector time series$mnt% +We call $mnt

*~ j ! % the “resampled version”
of $mnt% +

THEOREM 2+1+ Assume$Xnt% satisfies Assumption 2.1. Then, if,n r `
and ,n 5 o~n102! , for j 5 1,2, ZSn, j 2 ~Sn 1 Un, j !

P
&& 0, where Un, j [

var*~n2102 (t51
n mnt

*~ j ! ! and mnt
*~ j ! is the resampledversion ofmnt.

Theorem 2+1 makes clear that a necessary condition for the consistency of
ZSn, j for Sn is thatUn, j r 0 asn r `+ A sufficient condition forUn, j to vanish
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is first-order stationarity of$Xnt%: if mnt 5 m for all n, t, thenUn, j 5 0+We have
the following lemma+

LEMMA 2 +1+ If we let Tmg, n 5 (t51
n gnt mnt, then

Un,1 5 (
t51

n

bn, t,0~mnt 2 Tmg, n!~mnt 2 Tmg, n!'

1 (
t51

,21S12
t

,
D(

t51

n2t

bn, t,t @~mnt 2 Tmg, n!~mn, t1t 2 Tmg, n!'

1 ~mn, t1t 2 Tmg, n!~mnt 2 Tmg, n!' #

and

Un,2 5 n21 (
t51

n

~mnt 2 Tmn!~mnt 2 Tmn!'

1 (
t51

n21

bnt n21 (
t51

n2t

@~mnt 2 Tmn!~mn, t1t 2 Tmn!'

1 ~mn, t1t 2 Tmn!~mnt 2 Tmn!' # +

Thus, the condition limnr`Un, j 5 0, j 5 1,2, can be interpreted as a
homogeneity condition on the means+ The following assumption ensures
limnr`Un, j 5 0, j 5 1,2+

Assumption 2+2+ n21 (t51
n ~mnt 2 Tmn!~mnt 2 Tmn!' 5 o~,n

21!, where ,n 5
o~n102!+

Examples of the processes that satisfy Assumption 2+2 are those with
a finite number of properly behaved breaks in mean, such as Xt 5
m11~t # k1! 1 m21~k1 , t # k2! 1 m31~k2 , t # n! 1 Yt , where Yt is
a first-order stationary process with mean zero and 1~{! denotes the indica-
tor function+ Assumption 2+2 entails that the break pointsk1 and k2 satisfy
k1 5 @n102t1# andk2 5 @n102t2# , wheret1 andt2 are fixed constants in~0,1!+
Note that the split of observations between regimes is such that the last re-
gime predominates, in that it has the largest proportion of the observations in
the sample+

The following consistency result holds under Assumptions 2+1 and 2+2 and is
an immediate consequence of the previous remark+

COROLLARY 2+1+ Assume$Xnt% satisfies Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. Then, if
,n r ` and ,n 5 o~n102!, ZSn, j 2 Sn

P
&& 0, j 5 1,2.

This result extends the previous consistency results by Künsch~1989! and
Politis and Romano~1994a! to the case of dependent heterogeneous double ar-
rays of random vectors, where the stationary mixing assumption is replaced by
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the more general assumption of a~possibly heterogeneous! double array NED
on a mixing process+

In particular, for j 5 2, Corollary 2+1 contains a version of Theorem 1 of
Politis and Romano~1994a! as a special case+ Consider a strictly stationary
a-mixing sequence$X1, + + + ,Xn% satisfying Assumption 2+1+ Because a mixing
process is trivially NED on itself, the NED requirement is automatically satis-
fied+ Corollary 2+1 achieves the same conclusion as Theorem 1 of Politis and
Romano~1994a! under the same moment conditions but weakera-mixing size
conditions~ak 5 O~k2l! for somel . 2r0~r 2 2! andr . 2 here in contrast to
ak 5 O~k2l! for somel . 3~6 1 «!0« and« . 0 there!+ We allow more de-
pendence here, with the familiar trade-off between moment and memory con-
ditions+ Nevertheless, we require the stronger condition that,n 5 o~n102!, i+e+,
n102pn r ` ~with pn 5 ,n

21 r 0!, whereas Politis and Romano~1994a! only
require,n 5 o~n!, i+e+, npn r `+ Imposing stationarity in our framework will
ensure thatSn r S` asn r `, whereS`5 var~X1! 1 2(t51

` var~X1,X11t !;
hence, ZSn,2 r S` in probability, as Politis and Romano~1994a! conclude+

Similarly, for j 5 1, our Corollary 2+1 specializes to Künsch’s~1989! Corol-
lary 3+1 when$Xt % is a stationarya-mixing sequence, under the same moment
conditions and weakera-mixing conditions, but under the stronger require-
ment that,n 5 o~n102! instead of,n 5 o~n!+ In particular, we show that the
variance of ZSn,1 is of orderO~,20n!, instead of Künsch’s sharper resultO~,0n!,
which explains the loss of, 5 o~n!+

The next theorem establishes the first-order asymptotic equivalence between
the MBB and SB distributions and the limiting normal distribution for the multi-
variate sample mean+ A slightly stronger dependence assumption is imposed to
achieve this result+ Specifically, we require$Xnt% to beL21d-NED on a mixing
process~see Andrews, 1988!+ We strengthen Assumption 2+1~b! slightly+

2+1~b'! For some smalld . 0, $Xnt% is L21d-NED on $Vt % with NED coef-
ficientsvk of size2~2~r 2 1!0~r 2 2!!; $Vt % is ana-mixing sequence withak of
size2~~2 1 d!r0~r 2 2!!+

THEOREM 2+2+ Assume$Xnt% satisfies Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 strength-
ened by 2.1(b'). Let Sn [ var~Mn PXn! be positive definite uniformly in n, i.e.,
Sn is positive semidefinite for all n anddetSn $ k . 0 for all n sufficiently
large. ThenSn 5 O~1! and

(i) Sn
2102Mn~ PXn 2 Tmn! n N~0, Id! under P, and

sup
x[Rd
6P@MnSn

2102~ PXn 2 Tmn! # x# 2 F~x!6r 0,

whereF is the standard multivariate normal cumulative distribution function,#
applies to each component of the relevant vector, and] denotes convergence in
distribution. Moreover, if,n r ` and,n 5 o~n102!, then for any« . 0, and for
j 5 1,2,
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(ii) Sn
2102Mn~ PXn

*~ j ! 2 PXn! n N~0, Id! under P* with probability P approaching one,
and

PH sup
x[Rd
6P* @Mn~ PXn

*~ j ! 2 PXn! # x# 2 P@Mn~ PXn 2 Tmn! # x#6 . «J r 0,

where P* is the probability measure induced by the bootstrap, conditional on
$Xnt %t51

n .

For j 5 2, this is an extension of Theorem 3 of Politis and Romano~1994a!
for stationary mixing observations to the case of NED functions of a mixing
process+ For j 5 1 andd 5 1, Theorem 2+2 states a weaker conclusion than does
Theorem 3+5 of Künsch~1989!, because we prove convergence in probability
but not almost sure convergence+ On the other hand, we permit heterogeneity
and greater dependence+

In part ~i! we state the usual asymptotic normality result for the multivariate
sample mean+ In part ~ii ! we prove the uniform convergence to zero~in proba-
bility ! of the discrepancy between the actual distribution ofMn~ PXn 2 Tmn! and
the block bootstrap approximation to it+ This result follows from the fact that
under our assumptions the distribution ofSn

2102Mn~ PXn
*~ j ! 2 PXn!, conditional on

Xn1, + + + ,Xnn, converges weakly to the standard multivariate normal distribution
for all double arrays$Xnt% in a set with probability tending to one+ In particu-
lar, we apply a central limit theorem for triangular arrays and use Assumption
2+1~b'! to ensure that Lyapounov’s condition is satisfied under our heteroge-
neous NED context+ Assumption 2+1~b! might well be sufficient to verify the
weaker Lindeberg condition, as in Künsch~1989, Theorem 3+5!, although we
have not verified this+

Fitzenberger~1997! has recently proved the consistency of the MBB approx-
imation to the true sampling distribution of the sample mean for heterogeneous
a-mixing processes+ Our result extends his by allowing for near epoch depen-
dence on mixing processes+ However, in the purely strong mixing case, our
moment and memory conditions are more stringent than his+ In particular, his
Theorem 3+1 only requiresE6Xt 62p1d , C, for smalld . 0 andp . 2, and$Xt %
strong mixing of size2~ p0~ p 2 2!!+ Politis et al+ ~1997, Theorem 3+1! have
also established the robustness of the subsampling method for consistent sam-
pling distribution estimation for heterogeneous and dependent data under mild
moment conditions~E6Xt 6212« # D , ` for some« . 0!+ Nevertheless, they
also assume a strong mixing process, asymptotic covariance stationarity, and
slightly stronger size requirements than ours on the mixing coefficients~ak of
size2~3~4 1 «!0«!!+

A well-known property of the MBB statisticMn~ PXn
*~1! 2 PXn! is that its~con-

ditional! expected value is not zero+ Indeed, under the MBB resampling scheme
E*~ PXn

*~1! ! 5 (t51
n gnt Xnt , where the weightsgnt are defined as in~2+2!+ If ,n 5

o~n!, one can show thatE*~ PXn
*~1! ! 5 PXn 1 OP~,n0n! ~see, e+g+, Fitzenberger,

1997, Lemma A+1!+ Thus, the MBB distribution has a random bias
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Mn~E*~ PXn
*~1! ! 2 PXn!, which is of orderOP~,n0n102!+ ~For the SB no such prob-

lem exists becauseE*~ PXn
*~2! ! 5 PXn+! As pointed out by Lahiri~1992!, this ran-

dom bias becomes predominant for second-order analysis and prevents the MBB
from providing second-order improvements over the standard normal approxi-
mation+ To correct for this bias, he suggests recentering the MBB distribution
around the bootstrap mean, i +e+, to consider the bootstrap distribution of
Mn~ PXn

*~1! 2 E*~ PXn
*~1! !!+ The following result shows that under the assumptions

of Theorem 2+2 recentering the MBB distribution around the MBB bootstrap
mean is asymptotically valid~to first order! in this heterogeneous NED context+

COROLLARY 2+2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, for all« . 0,

PH sup
x[Rd
6P* @Mn~ PXn

*~1! 2 E*~ PXn
*~1! !! # x# 2 P@Mn~ PXn 2 Tmn! # x#6 . «J r 0,

where P* is the probability measure induced by theMBB bootstrap, condi-
tional on $Xnt %t51

n .

Theorem 2+2 and Corollary 2+2 justify the use of the MBB and SB distribu-
tions to obtain an asymptotically valid confidence interval forTmn instead of
using a consistent estimate of the variance along with the normal approxima-
tion+ For example, an equal tailed~1 2 a!100% SB confidence interval forTmn

whend 5 1 would be@ PXn 2 qn
*~1 2 ~a02!!, PXn 2 qn

*~a02!# , whereqn
*~a02! and

qn
*~1 2 ~a02!! are thea02 and 12 ~a02! quantiles of the SB bootstrap distri-

bution of PXn
*~2! 2 PXn+

3. CONCLUSION

In this paper we establish the first-order asymptotic validity of block bootstrap
methods for the sample mean of dependent heterogeneous data+ Our results ap-
ply to the moving blocks bootstrap of Künsch~1989! and Liu and Singh~1992!
and also to the stationary bootstrap of Politis and Romano~1994a!+ In particu-
lar, we show that the MBB and the SB covariance estimators for the multivar-
iate sample mean are consistent under a wide class of data generating processes,
the processes NED on a mixing process+ We also prove the first-order asymp-
totic equivalence between the block bootstrap distributions and the normal dis-
tribution in this heterogeneous NED context+

Simulation results for the case of a multivariate linear regression~not re-
ported here! reveal that the block bootstrap methods compare fairly well with
standard kernel methods, in particular delivering better inferences for cases in
which there is relatively high neglected serial correlation in the regression errors+
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APPENDIX

To conserve space, this Appendix contains abbreviated versions of the proofs of our
results+ A version of this Appendix containing detailed proofs is available from the au-
thors upon request+

In the proofs for simplicity we will consider$Xnt% to be real-valued~i+e+, d 5 1!+ The
results for the multivariate case follow by showing that the assumptions are satisfied for
linear combinationsYnt [ l'Xnt for any nonzerol [ Rd+ Throughout the Appendix, K
will denote a generic constant that may change from one usage to another+ Furthermore,
we shall use the notationEs

t~{! 5 E~{6Fs
t! for t $ s, whereFs

t 5 s~Vt , + + + ,Vs!, with t or
s omitted to denote1` and2`, respectively+ The term@x# will denote the integer part
of x+ Finally, the subscriptn in ,n andpn will be implicitly understood throughout+

The mixingale property of zero mean NED processes on a mixing process is an im-
portant tool in obtaining our results+ See, e+g+, Davidson~1994, Definition 16+5! for a
definition of a mixingale+ We will make use of the following lemmas in our proofs+

LEMMA A +1+

(i) If $Xnt% satisfies Assumption 2.1,$Xnt 2 mnt,F t % is an L2-mixingale of size
2~~3r 2 2!03~r 2 2!!, r . 2, with uniformly bounded mixingale constants cnt.

(ii) If $Xnt% satisfies Assumption 2.1 strengthened by Assumption 2.1(b') with d # 4
and r . 2, then$Xnt 2 mnt,F t% is an L21d-mixingale of size2~3r 2 ~2 1 d!!0
3~r 2 2!, with uniformly bounded mixingale constants cnt.

LEMMA A +2+ Let $Znt,F t% be an L2-mixingale of size2 1
2
_ with mixingale constants

cnt. Then, E~maxj#n~(t51
j Znt !

2! 5 O~(t51
n cnt

2 !.

LEMMA A +3+ Let $Znt,F t % be an Lp-mixingale for some p$ 2 with mixingale
constants cnt and mixingale coefficientsck satisfying (k51

` ck , `. Then,
7maxj#n6(t51

j Znt 67p 5 O~~(t51
n cnt

2 !102!.

Lemma A+1 follows from Corollary 17+6+~i! of Davidson~1994!, Lemma A+2 is Theo-
rem 1+6 of McLeish~1975!, and Lemma A+3 is a straightforward generalization of Hans-
en’s ~1991b! maximal inequality forLp-mixingales, with p $ 2, to the double array
setting+ ~Hansen~1992! gives the corrected version of this maximal inequality for 1,
p , 2+ Here, we will only use the result whenp $ 2, and we omit the case 1, p , 2+!
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 6+7~a! in Gallant and White~1988, pp+ 99–100!+
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LEMMA A +4+ Assume Xnt is such that E~Xnt! 5 0 and 7Xnt73r # D , ` for some
r . 2 and for all n, t. If $Xnt% is NED on $Vt % and $Vt % is a-mixing, then for fixedt . 0
and all t , s # t 1 t,

6cov~Xnt Xn, t1t ,XnsXn,s1t !6 # K1~a@~s2t !04#
~102!2~10r ! 1 v@~s2t !04# !

1 K2v@~s2t !04#
~r22!02~r21! 1 K3~a@t04#

~102!2~10r ! 1 v@t04# !
2,

for some finite constants K1, K2, and K3.

Proof. First, note that6cov~Xnt Xnt1t ,XnsXn, s1t!6 # 6E~Xnt Xn, t1t XnsXn, s1t!6 1
6E~Xnt Xn, t1t!E~XnsXn,s1t!6+ Next, note that6E~Xnt Xn, t1t!6 # D~5Da@t04#

102210r 1 2v@t04#!
~see Gallant and White, 1988, pp+ 109–110!, which implies the last bound on the co-
variance+ To bound 6E~Xnt Xn, t1t XnsXn, s1t!6 , define m 5 s 2 t . 0 and ZYnmtt [
Et2t2@m02#

t1t1@m02#~Xnt XnsXn, t1t ! and note that

6E~Xnt Xn, t1t XnsXn,s1t !6 # 6E~ ZYnmtt Xn,s1t !6

1 6E~Xn,s1t~Xnt XnsXn, t1t 2 ZYnmtt !!6+ (A.1)

Because ZYnmtt is a measurable function of$Vt2t2@m02#, + + + ,Vt1t1@m02#% , it is measurable-
F t1t1@m02# + By an application of the law of iterated expectations and repeated applica-
tions of Hölder’s inequality, 6E~ ZYnmtt Xn, s1t!6 5 6E~Et1t1@m02#~ ZYnmtt Xn, s1t!!6 #
D37Et1t1@m02#Xn, s1t72+ To bound 7Et1t1@m02#Xn, s1t72, note that F t1t1@m02# 5
F s1t2k1 # F s1t2@m02# with k1 5 m 2 @m02# $ @m02# , implying that 7Et1t1@m02#

Xn,s1t72 # 7Es1t2@m02#Xn,s1t72 by Theorem 10+27 of Davidson~1994!+ By a similar
argument as in McLeish~1975, Theorem 3+1!, we have that7Es1t2@m02#Xn, s1t72 #
v@m04# 1 5Da@m04#

~102!2~10r!+ Thus, 6E~ ZYnmtt Xn,s1t!6 # D3~5Da@m04#
~102!2~10r ! 1 v@m04#!+ To bound

the second term in~A+1!, by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, it suffices to show that
7Xnt XnsXn, t1t 2 ZYnmtt72 # Kv@m04#

~r22!02~r21! + Following an argument similar to that used
by Davidson~1992, Lemma 3+5! and writingEJ~{! for Et2t2J

t1t1J~{!, X for Xnt, Y for Xns,
andZ for Xn, t1t, we obtain7XYZ2 EJ~XYZ!72 # 7XYZ2 EJ~X!EJ~Y!EJ~Z!72 by Theo-
rem 10+12 of Davidson~1994!+ Also, adding and subtracting appropriately, by the trian-
gle inequality, 6XYZ2 EJ~X!EJ~Y!EJ~Z!6# B~X, ZX! d~X, ZX!, whereX 5 ~X,Y,Z!' ; ZX 5
~EJ~X !,EJ~Y!,EJ~Z!!' ; B~X, ZX! 5 ~6ZX6 1 6ZEJ~Y!6 1 6EJ~X !EJ~Y!6!, andd~X, ZX! 5
~ 6X 2 EJ~X !6 1 6Y 2 EJ~Y!6 1 6Z 2 EJ~Z!6!+ Now apply Lemma 4+1 of Gallant
and White~1988, p+ 47! with b~X! 5 XYZ, b~ ZX! 5 EJ~X !EJ~Y!EJ~Z!, and withr . 2,
q 5 3r02, and p 5 q0~q 2 1! 5 3r0~3r 2 2!+ This yields 7XYZ 2 EJ~XYZ!72 #
K ~3D2!~r22!02~r21!~6vJ!~r22!02~r21! + The result follows upon settingJ 5 @m02# 5
@~s 2 t !02# , given thatv~{! is nonincreasing+ n

Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof consists of two steps: ~1! show ESn, j 2 Sn
P
&& 0

and~2! show ZSn, j 2 ~ ESn, j 1 Un, j !
P
&& 0+ In ~1!, we consider an infeasible estimatorESn, j

that is identical to ZSn, j except that it replacesPXg, n and PXn in ~2+1! and~2+4! with mnt for
j 5 1,2, respectively+

Proof of step 1. ~ j 5 1!: DefineZnt [ Xnt 2 mnt andRnt~t! 5 E~Znt Zn, t1t!+ By the
triangle inequality,

6E~ ESn,1! 2 Sn6 # (
t51

n

6bn, t,0 2 n21 66Rnt~0!61 2 (
t51

,21

(
t51

n2t

6bn, t,t 2 n21 66Rnt~t!6 (A.2)

1 2 (
t51

,21 t

, (
t51

n2t

6bn, t,t 66Rnt~t!61 2 (
t5,

n21

n21 (
t51

n2t

6Rnt~t!6+ (A.3)
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The two terms in~A+2! areO~,0~n 2 , 1 1!! andO~,20~n 2 , 1 1!!, respectively, and
therefore they areo~1!+ The two terms in~A+3! combined are bounded by~n0~n 2
, 1 1!!jn, where n0~n 2 , 1 1! r 1, and jn [ 2(t51

n21~t0,!n21 (t51
n2t 6Rnt~t!6

is O~,21! given the assumed size conditions onak and vk+ Thus, limnr`6E~ ESn,1! 2
Sn6 5 0 given that,n r ` and, 5 o~n102!+

To show that var~ ESn,1! r 0, define ERn0~t! 5 (t51
n26t6 bn, t,t Znt Zn, t16t6 and write

var~ ESn,1! 5 (t52,11
,21 (l52,11

,21 ~1 2 ~6t60,!!~1 2 ~6l 60,!!cov~ ERn0~t!, ERn0~l!!+ We
show that var~ ERn0~t!! is O~n0~n 2 , 1 1!2!, which by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
implies the result because(t52,11

,21 (l52,11
,21 ~1 2 ~6t60,!!~1 2 ~6l 60,!! 5 ,2 and, 5

o~n102!+ Following Politis and Romano~1994b!, write

var~ ERn0~t!! 5 (
t51

n26t6

bn, t,t
2 var~Znt Zn, t16t6 !

1 2 (
t51

n26t6

(
s5t11

n26t6

bn, t,t bn,s,t cov~Znt Zn, t16t6 ,ZnsZn,s16t6 !

#
1

~n 2 , 1 1!2 (
t51

n26t6

var~Znt Zn, t16t6 !

1
2

~n 2 , 1 1!2 (
t51

n26t6

(
s5t11

t16t6

6cov~Znt Zn, t16t6 ,ZnsZn,s16t6 !6

1
2

~n 2 , 1 1!2 (
t51

n26t6

(
s5t16t611

n26t6

6cov~Znt Zn, t16t6 ,ZnsZn,s16t6 !6,

given thatbn, t,t # 10~n 2 , 1 1! for all t andt+ For K sufficiently large, and given the
mean zero property of$Znt%,

~n 2 , 1 1!2 var~ ERn0~t!!

# KnHD2 1 (
k51

`

a@k04#
~102!2~10r ! 1 (

k51

`

v @k04# 1 (
k51

`

v @k04#
~r22!02~r21!J

1 Kn~6t6a@6t604#
2~102!2~10r ! 1 6t6v @6t604#

2 1 26t6a@6t604#
~102!2~10r !v @6t604# !, (A.4)

where we used Lemma A+4 to bound the covariances whent , s # t 1 6t6 and a result
similar to Lemma 6+7~a! in Gallant and White~1988, pp+ 99–100! when s . t 1 6t6+
The sums in the curly brackets are finite, whereas the last term in~A+4! tends to 0 as
6t6r ` by the size assumptions onak andvk, their monotonicity, and the fact that they
tend to 0 ask r `+ Hence, var~ ERn0~t!! # Kn0~n 2 , 1 1!2+ n

Proof of step 2. ~ j 5 1!: Define Sn,1 5 (t52,11
,21 ~1 2 ~6t60,!! 3

(t51
n26t6 bn, t,t Xnt Xn, t16t6 and write

ZSn,1 5 Sn,1 1 (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

,
D (

t51

n26t6

bn, t,t~2 PXg,n Xnt 2 PXg,n Xn, t16t61 PXg,n
2 ! and

ESn,1 5 Sn,1 1 (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

,
D (

t51

n26t6

bn, t,t~2mn, t16t6Xnt 2 mnt Xn, t16t61 mnt mn, t16t6 !+
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Then, ZSn,1 2 ESn,1 5 An1 1 An2 1 An3 1 An4, where

An1 5 2~ PXg,n 2 Tmg,n! (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

,
D (

t51

n26t6

bn, t,t~Znt 1 Zn, t16t6 !,

An2 5 (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

,
D (

t51

n26t6

bn, t,t~mnt 2 Tmg,n!Zn, t16t6 ,

An3 5 (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

,
D (

t51

n26t6

bn, t,t~mn, t16t62 Tmg,n!Znt ,

An4 5 (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

,
D (

t51

n26t6

bn, t,t~ PXg,n
2 2 ~mnt 1 mn, t16t6 ! PXg,n 1 mnt mn, t16t6 !,

with Tmg, n 5 (t51
n gnt mnt + If mnt 5 m for all t, Tmg, n 5 m because(t51

n gnt 5 1, which
implies An2 5 An3 5 0 andAn4 5 ~ PXa, n 2 Tma, n!2,, because(t51

n26t6 bn, t,t 5 1 for every
t+ Subsequently we show thatPXg, n 2 Tmg, n 5 oP~,21!, which implies thatAn1 andAn4

areoP~1!+ Thus, ZSn,1 2 ESn,1
P
&& 0+ If mnt is not constrained to equalm for everyn, t, we

obtainAn4 5 An4
' 1 Un,1, where

An4
' 5 ~ PXg,n 2 Tmg,n!2, 1 2~ PXg,n 2 Tmg,n!, Tmg,n

2 ~ PXg,n 2 Tmg,n! (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

,
D (

t51

n26t6

bn, t,t~mnt 1 mn, t16t6 ! and

Un,1 5 (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

,
D (

t51

n26t6

bn, t,t~mnt 2 Tmg,n!~mn, t16t62 Tmg,n!+

By Theorems 3+1 and 3+4 of Künsch~1989!, Un,1 5 var*~n2102 (t51
n mnt

*~1!!+ Thus, it
suffices to show thatAn1, An2, An3, andAn4

' areoP~1!+
We now show that PXg,n 2 Tmg,n 5 oP~,21!+ Definefnt~x! 5 vnt x, wherevnt [ min$t0

,,1, ~n 2 t 1 1!0,% , and note thatfnt~{! is uniformly Lipschitz continuous+ Next, write
PXg, n 2 Tmg, n 5 ~n 2 , 1 1!21 (t51

n Ynt , whereYnt [ fnt~Znt! is a mean zero NED array
on $Vt % of the same size asZnt by Theorem 17+12 of Davidson~1994!, satisfying the
same moment conditions+ Hence, by Lemma A+1 $Ynt,F t% is an L2-mixingale of size
2~~3r 2 2!03~r 2 2!!, and thus of size2 1

2
_ , with uniformly bounded constants, and by

Lemma A+2 E~max1#j#n~(t51
j Ynt !

2! 5 O~n!+ By Chebyshev’s inequality, for « . 0,
P@,~ PXg, n 2 Tmg, n! . «# # ~,20«2~n 2 , 1 1!2!E~(t51

n Ynt !
2 5 O~,2n0~n 2 , 1 1!2! 5

o~1!, if , 5 o~n102!+ This implies thatAn4
' 5 oP~1! and similarlyAn1 5 oP~1!, given that

(t52,11
,21 ~1 2 6t60,!(t51

n26t6 bn, t,t~Znt 1 Zn, t16t6! 5 OP~,!+
To prove thatAn3 5 oP~1!, defineYntt [ vntt~mn, t16t62 Tmg, n!Znt 5 fntt~Znt!, where

vntt 5 min$t0~, 2 6t6!,1, ~~n 2 t 2 6t6 1 1!0~, 2 6t6!!% andfntt~x! 5 vntt~mn, t16t6 2
Tmg, n!x is uniformly Lipschitz continuous+ Arguing as before, for eacht, $Yntt,F t% is

an L2-mixingale of size 2 1
2
_ by Lemma A+1, with mixingale constantscntt

Y #
K max$7Yntt73r ,1% # K max$7Znt73r ,1% that are bounded~uniformly in n, t, andt!+ Thus,
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PF* (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

, D 1

n 2 , 1 1 (
t51

n26t6

Yntt* $ «G
#

1

~n 2 , 1 1!« F (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

, DE* (
t51

n26t6

Yntt*G
#

1

~n 2 , 1 1!« F (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

, DSES (
t51

n26t6

YnttD2D102G
#

1

~n 2 , 1 1!« F (
t52,11

,21 S12
6t6

, DSK (
t51

n26t6

~cntt
Y !2D102G # K

,n102

n 2 , 1 1
r 0,

where the first inequality holds by Markov’s inequality, the second inequality holds by
Jensen’s inequality, the third inequality holds by Lemma A+2 applied to$Yntt% for each
t, and the last inequality holds by the uniform boundedness ofcntt

Y + The proof ofAn2 5
oP~1! follows similarly+

The proof of the theorem for the SB follows closely that for the MBB, and we only
present the relevant details+ In step 1, let ESn,2 5 ZRn0~0! 1 2(t51

n21 bnt ZRn0~t!, where
ZRn0~t! 5 n21 (t51

n2t Znt Zn, t1t , and follow Gallant and White~1988, p+ 111; see
also Newey and West, 1987! to show E~ ESn,2! 2 Sn r 0+ Let fn~t! [ 1$t#n21% 3
6bnt 2 16~a@t04#

~102!2~10r ! 1 v@t04#! and letj be the counting measure on the positive inte-
gers+ By the dominated convergence theorem, limnr`6E~ ESn,2! 2 Sn6 # limnr`2K 3

(t51
n216bnt 2 16~a@t04#

~102!2~10r ! 1 v@t04#! 5 limnr` *0
` fn~t! dj~t! 5 0, given that for each

t [ N, limnr`bn~t! 5 1, hence limnr` fn~t! 5 0, and given that(t51
` ~a@t04#

~102!2~10r ! 1
v@t04#! , ` by the size conditions onak and vk+ To prove that var~ ESn,2! r 0, it then
suffices that var~ ZRn0~t!! 5 O~n21!, which implies var~ ESn,2! 5 O~~npn

2!21! 5 o~1!,
given thatnpn

2 r `+
In step 2, define Sn,2 5 n21 (t51

n Xnt
2 1 2(t51

n21 bnt n21 (t51
n2t Xnt Xn, t1t and let

ZCn~t! 5 n21 (t51
n Xnt Xn, t1t 2 PXn

2 denote thecircular autocovariance, which is based
on theextendedtime series$Xn1, + + + ,Xnn, Xn, n11, + + + ,Xn,2n, + + + %, whereXn, i1jn 5 Xni for
0 # i # n andj 5 1,2, + + + , with Xn0 [ Xnn+ As in Politis and Romano~1994a, Lemma 1!,
ZCn~t! 5 ZRn~t! 1 ZRn~n 2 t!, where ZRn~t! 5 n21 (t51

n2t~Xnt 2 PXn!~Xn, t1t 2 PXn!+ Using
this property, ZSn,2 5 Sn,2 2 PXn

2 2 2 PXn
2 (t51

n21~1 2 ~t0n!!~1 2 p!t and

ESn,2 5 Sn,2 2 2n21 (
t51

n

Xnt mnt 1 n21 (
t51

n

mnt
2

2 2 (
t51

n21S12
t

nD~12 p!tSn21 (
t51

n

Xnt mn, t1t 1 n21 (
t51

n

Xn, t1t mntD
1 2 (

t51

n21S12
t

nD~12 p!tSn21 (
t51

n

mnt mn, t1tD+
If mnt 5 m for all n, t then ZSn,2 2 ESn,2 simplifies to 2~ PXn 2 m!2 2 2~ PXn 2 m!2 3

(t51
n2t~1 2 ~t0n!!~1 2 p!t , which is OP~,0n!, given that~ PXn 2 m!2 5 OP~n21! by a

central limit theorem for the sample mean and given that(t51
n2t~1 2 ~t0n!!~1 2 p!t 5

O~ pn
21!+ In the more general case, ZSn,2 2 ESn,2 5 zn1 1 zn2 1 zn3 1 zn4 1 Un,2, where
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zn1 5 2~ PXn 2 Tmn!2; zn2 5 22~ PXn 2 Tmn!2 (
t51

n21S12
t

n
D~12 p!t ;

zn3 5 22n21 (
t51

n

~Xnt 2 mnt !~ Tmn 2 mnt !;

zn4 5 22 (
t51

n21

bntFn21 (
t51

n2t

~Xnt 2 mnt !~ Tmn 2 mn, t1t !

1 n21 (
t51

n2t

~Xn, t1t 2 mn, t1t !~ Tmn 2 mnt !G;
Un,2 5 n21 (

t51

n

~mnt 2 Tmn!2 1 2 (
t51

n21

bnt n21 (
t51

n2t

~mnt 2 Tmn!~mn, t1t 2 Tmn!+

Now show thatzn1 andzn2 areOP~n21! andOP~,n0n!, respectively, and that the remain-
ing terms areoP~1! by an argument similar to the one used for the MBB to show that
Ani 5 oP~1!+ By Lemma 1 in Politis and Romano~1994a!, Un,2 [ var*~Mn Tmn

*~2!!+ n

Proof of Lemma 2.1. Immediate from the proof of Theorem 2+1+ n

Proof of Corollary 2.1. Immediate from Theorem 2+1 and the comment that follows it+
n

Proof of Theorem 2.2. ~i! follows by Theorem 5+3 in Gallant and White~1988! and
Polya’s theorem~e+g+, Serfling, 1980, p+ 20!+ To prove~ii !, first note that

Sn
2102Mn~ PXn

*~ j ! 2 PXn! 5 Sn
2102Mn~ OZn

*~ j ! 2 E*~ OZn
*~ j !!! 1 Sn

2102Mn~E*~ OZn
*~ j !! 2 OZn!

1 Sn
2102Mn~ Tmn

*~ j ! 2 Tmn!

[ An
~ j ! 1 Bn

~ j ! 1 Cn
~ j ! ,

whereZnt [ Xnt 2 mnt andZnt
*~ j ! [ Xnt

*~ j ! 2 mnt
*~ j !+

Proof for j 5 1. By Lemma A+1 of Fitzenberger~1997!, E*~ OZn
*~1!! 5 OZn 1 OP~,0n!+

Thus, Bn
~1! 5 OP~,0n102! 5 oP~1!, given thatSn . k . 0 and ,n 5 o~n102!+ Also,

E*~Cn
~1!! 5 O~,0n! r 0 and var*~Cn

~1!! 5 Sn
2102Un,1

2 r 0, which impliesCn
~1! P*

&& 0+
Hence, it suffices to prove thatAn

~1! n N~0,1!, given Zn1, + + + ,Znn, with probability
approaching one+ Write OZn

*~1! 5 k21 (i51
k Uni , where $Uni % are i+i+d+ with P*~U ni 5

~Zn, j11 1{{{1 Zn, j1,!0,! 5 10~n 2 , 1 1!, j 5 0, + + + , n 2 ,+ Thus, E*~ OZn
*~1!! 5 E*~Un1!

and An
~1! 5 Sn

2102Mn~k21 (i51
k @Uni 2 E*~Un1!# ! [ (i51

k EZni , where EZni 5
Sn

2102n2102,@Uni 2 E*~Un1!# , given k 5 n0,+ In particular, $ EZni % are i+i+d+ with
E*~ EZni ! 5 0 and var*~ EZn1! 5 k21~ ZSn,10Sn!+ By Katz’s ~1963! Berry–Esseen bound, for
some smalld . 0,

sup
x[R *P* 1 (

i51

k

EZni

!var*S(
i51

k

EZniD
# x2 2 F~x!* # KS ZSn,1

Sn
D212d02

kE* 6 EZn1621d+
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Because ZSn,10Sn
P
&& 1 by Corollary 2+1, it suffices to show thatkE* 6 EZn1621d P

&& 0+ But

E6kE* 6 EZn1621d 6 #
n

,~n 2 , 1 1!

1

n11~d02! Sn
11~d02!

3 (
j50

n2,F**(
t51

,

Zn, t1j**
21d

1 7,E*~Un,1!721dG21d

, (A.5)

where the inequality follows by the Minkowski inequality+ Under our assumptions,

**(
t51

,

Zn, t1j**
21d

# ** max
1#i#,* (

t5j11

j1i

Znt***
21d

# KS (
t5j11

j1,

cnt
2D102

# K,102,

by Lemmas A+3 and A+4, given that the cnt are uniformly bounded+ Simi-
larly, 7,E*~Un,1!721d 5 O~,102!, which from ~A +5!, implies E6kE* 6 EZn1621d 6 5
O~~,0n!d02! r 0, given ,n 5 o~n102!+ n

Proof for j 5 2. First, note thatBn
~2! 5 0 because for the SB we haveE*~ OZn

*~2!! 5 OZn+

Second, Cn
~2! P*

&& 0, given thatE*~n2102 (t51
n ~mnt

*~2! 2 mnt!! 5 0, by the stationarity of
the SB resampling scheme and given that var*~n2102 (t51

n ~mnt
*~2! 2 mnt!! [ Un,2 r 0 by

Assumption 2+2+ To prove thatAn
~2! n N~0,1!, we verify the conditions~C1!–~C3! in

Politis and Romano’s proof~1994a! of their Theorem 2 and refer to their proof for more
details+ In our more general case, whereSn is not assumed to have a limit valueS`

2 , the
appropriate version of these conditions is as follows+

(C1) n OZn
20np P

&& 0;

(C2) ZCn~0! 1 2(t51
` ~1 2 p!t ZCn~t! 2 Sn

P
&& 0;

(C3) ~ p0n11~d02! !(b51
` (t51

n 6St,b 2 ~ OZn0p!621d~1 2 p!b21p P
&& 0,

where in~C3! St,b is defined as the sum of observations in blockBt,b+

Proof of (C1). This follows from OZn 5 OP~n2102! ~by the CLT! andnpn r `+ n

Proof of (C2). First, define ZSn,`5 ZCn~0! 1 2(t51
` ~1 2 p!t ZCn~t! and ZSn 5 ZCn~0! 1

2(t51
n21~1 2 p!t ZCn~t!+ Next, note that ZCn~i ! 5 ZCn~i 1 nj ! for all i 5 0,1, + + + , n 2 1 and

j 51,2, + + + , by the circularity properties of the extended time series+ It follows that ZSn,`5
ZSn 1 2(j51

` (i50
n21~1 2 p!nj1i ZCn~nj 1 i ! 5 ZSn 1 ~ ZSn 1 ZCn~0!!(j51

` ~1 2 p!nj+ By an
argument similar to the proof of Theorem 2+1 for j 5 2, we can show thatZSn 2 Sn

P
&& 0+

Hence, ZSn,` 2 Sn
P
&& 0, because ZSn and ZCn~0! areOP~1! and(j51

` ~1 2 p!nj is oP~1!,
given npn r ` andpn r 0+ n

Proof of (C3). This follows providedE6(t5t
t1b21 Znt 621d # Kb11~d02!, where the con-

stantK only depends on the mixingale coefficients of$Znt% + Apply Lemma A+4+ n

Proof of Corollary 2.2. Immediate from the proof of Theorem 2+2 for j 5 1+ n
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